
We appreciate your support over the last couple years, 
we would like to offer you a thank you....

5% off
MANTIS Compatible 

Filaments and Crucibles 
for a Limited Time*

We are a trusted 3rd party global supplier 
supporting MANTIS Deposition evaporators with compatible filaments and crucibles. 

Guaranteed compatibility with all generations of evaporators 
QUAD-C, QUAD-HP and M-EV

*Please note, you are entitled to 5% off MANTIS filament and crucible spares when you place an order for one or more.  Orders
need to be placed by midnight 16th December, 2022. Quote 'F&C5'.  Thank you.

We are happy to discuss your
needs. 

Our goal is to supply, and
support our customers with
the best tools to enable you to
enhance your key research
techniques.   

We aim to present the same
levels of detailed support that
you have come to expect. 
Contact us.

As a 3rd party we also supply spares for MANTIS systems and sputtering sources. Software
upgrades, and support of TITANIUM control suite.  To find out more click here.

We continue to support key events within our field of expertise. 
It is nice to meet new and old customers 

and discuss how we can help enhance your research techniques.

International Workshop on Nitride Semiconductors (IWN) 
9th - 14th October, 2022. Berlin, Germany. 
The workshop will cover the latest advances in the field of group III-nitride
materials, nanostructures and devices.  
To find out more click here. 
We shall be exhibiting as a team member of DCA Instruments.
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Our mailing address is: 
info@dylanjamesscientific.com 

If you are not interested in receiving mail on instruments please update your preferences, 
or unsubscribe from this list.

Contact us and please quote 'F&C5'
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